
Too Enough

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

The epitome is free _________ from affectation, but has little spirit or
vigour.
1.

It is _________ late; she will not come now.2.

Their object is now _________ painfully apparent.3.

She was modest _________ to think that perhaps the natural state of some
girls might be at least as good as her own after the spiritual change of which
she had been the subject.

4.

I feel _________ lonely since the death of your poor mother.5.

Channing was still young _________ to prefer the finished product.6.

It is easy _________ to pick holes in the grammar of this letter, but what
are we to say of its profound goodness and tenderness?
7.

The ranch is just _________ bother to be interesting.8.

He was cunning _________ eventually to get included in the number of
those conspirators who were not prosecuted, and returned to the Huguenots,
for whom he worked hard in Germany.

9.

The time was _________ slow for Sally.10.

They were _________ dispirited to do more.11.

The fire should not be near _________ to heat the hams.12.

It is _________ good to think of all at once.13.

Children are certainly _________ good to be true.14.

I am charitable _________ to suppose that if the scheme had failed, the
public conscience is so tender that there would have been a question of
Henderson's honesty.

15.
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The golden curtains drew back far _________ to make an opening,
through which marched the captain with the others.
16.

I am _________ proud to own that I am unhappy.17.

The trials were entertaining _________; but the lives-how full were they of
wild and racy adventures, and in what racy, genuine language were they told.
18.

The others were _________ weak or sickly to live.19.

He was kind _________ to say that I was an artist in words, but he held
himself as an unskilled apprentice.
20.
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